
1. Introduction
Instream large wood (LW, defined as logs with diameter  0.1 m and length  1.0 m, Keller & Swanson, 1979; 
Wohl & Jaeger, 2009) increases spatial heterogeneity of flow and sediment transport, providing improved 
habitat complexity with recognized benefits to fish and invertebrate populations (Bouwes et al., 2016; Faus-
tini & Jones, 2003; L'Hommedieu et al., 2020; Schalko et al., 2018, 2021; Wohl et al., 2016). Wood pres-
ence increases the average roughness of stream reaches (Follett et al., 2020; Hankin et al., 2020; Shields & 
Gippel, 1995), enhancing channel-floodplain connectivity. Recent restoration interventions have sought to 
increase the presence of instream LW through woodland management and installation of engineered log-
jams (Bennett et al., 2015; Burgess-Gamble et al., 2017; Dadson et al., 2017; Gallisdorfer et al., 2014; Ismail 
et al., 2021). Under some conditions, LW aids natural flood management objectives by improving water 
storage and floodplain infiltration, but LW also poses a flood hazard, especially at instream structures such 
as bridges or weirs (Schalko et al., 2018). Knowledge gaps surrounding the underlying physical processes 
by which LW affects in-channel flow, floodplain inundation and sediment transport have led to calls for evi-
dence (Dadson et al., 2017; Wohl et al., 2016) and process-based theoretical development (Wohl et al., 2005) 
to improve the design and assessment of river restoration interventions using LW.

Abstract Logjams with a gap at the bed form naturally in small channels and are used in engineering 
practice to maintain river connectivity at base flow. Limited understanding of a jam's effect on backwater 
rise and flow velocity limits assessment of geomorphic and ecological impacts of natural logjams, design 
of river restoration interventions, and representation in flood models. The distribution of flow through 
and beneath the jam satisfies a two-box, momentum-based model constrained by drag generated in the 
jam, momentum loss in flow through the lower gap, and net pressure force. The model was validated with 
68 flume experiments. Backwater rise is predicted from discharge beneath the jam following established 
models for solid sluice gates. As a result, backwater rise increases with jam resistance, which forces a 
greater discharge beneath the jam. Below-jam velocity and Shields parameter increased with ratio of 
friction coefficient to slope and decreasing gap height.

Plain Language Summary Logjams with a lower gap increase river habitat diversity by 
creating an upstream backwater of slower, deepened water promoting sediment capture, with a region 
of faster flow underneath the jam aiding flushing of fine particles from clogged gravels and local pool 
generation suitable for fish refuge. Prediction of the flow distribution between the jam and lower gap and 
rise in upstream water depth from the measured gap height and shape of logs and fine material (branches 
and leaves) is necessary to understand the impact of logjams on geomorphic diversity and habitat 
complexity of small streams, which form a majority of river networks by length, to improve design of river 
restoration projects, and to assess flood risk. Using experimental measurements in a hydraulic flume, we 
demonstrate that the upstream water depth and flow distribution between the jam and gap regions can 
be predicted with a sluice gate model together with the drag generated by the jam. Relative flow velocity 
underneath the jam and sediment transport potential increased with ratio of channel friction to channel 
steepness and decreasing gap height.
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Logjams may form spontaneously at instream obstructions or be installed 
as engineered structures through flood management and river restora-
tion projects. In large channels capable of transporting LW, natural log-
jams are commonly initiated and stabilized by a key log (Abbe & Mont-
gomery, 2003; Davidson et al., 2015; Manners & Doyle, 2008; Nakamura 
& Swanson, 1994; Wallerstein & Thorne, 1996). In narrow channels with 
bankfull width bfB  less than LW length, logjams with a lower gap may 
form as additional wood pieces accumulate upstream of a key log sup-
ported by both channel banks (Abbe & Montgomery, 2003). Engineered 
logjams are typically created from multiple smaller wood pieces, often 
sourced locally to the installation site (Burgess-Gamble et al., 2017), and 
are commonly located at smaller, narrow (  3bfB   m) streams (Riley 
et al., 2018). In the UK and EU, structures often span the upper channel 
with a gap between the channel bed and structure lower edge (Figure 1) 
in order to allow fish passage at base flow (Dodd et al., 2016) and main-
tain quality of river continuity assessed as part of EU Water Framework 
Directive requirements (Burgess-Gamble et al., 2017; Dodd et al., 2016; 
Forbes et al., 2015).

Logjams create an upstream area of slower, deepened water, increasing 
channel-floodplain connectivity and deposition of sediment and fine par-
ticles (Bilby, 1981). The increase in upstream water depth, or backwater 

rise, generated by channel-spanning logjams has recently been described using a combination of momen-
tum and energy constraints (Follett et al., 2020). Jams with a gap at the bed have been previously modeled 
as sluices with an empirically determined permeability coefficient (Hankin et al., 2020; Leakey et al., 2020). 
In this paper we consider flow through the gap using established sluice gate models (Chow, 1959; Hender-
son, 1966; Malcherek, 2018), together with drag generated by the group of logs in the jam region, which 
is represented by an adaptation of the law for drag in canopies (Follett et al., 2020). A two-box, momen-
tum-based model is presented, which predicts the distribution of flow between the jam and gap and a phys-
ically based stage-discharge relationship for logjams with a gap at the bed.

2. Methods
2.1. Experimental Materials and Methods

Predictions of both the backwater rise and discharge partitioning be-
tween the porous jam and gap at the bed were tested with 68 experiments 
in an 0.3 m wide, 10 m long glass-walled flume at Cardiff University (UK) 
with bed slope  0.001S . A table of experimental parameters is publical-
ly available (Follett, 2021). A diagram of the flume setup is available as 
supporting information. Cylindrical logs were used to construct porous 
jams with a lower gap extending from the flume bed to the jam lower 
edge over vertical distance  0z  to a (Figure 2). Logs were held in place 
using a set of thin acrylic plates attached to the flume sidewalls. The 
plates were observed to have no measurable effect on the water surface 
profile in tests with no jam present. A flap gate at the downstream end of 
the flume was adjusted to obtain uniform flow depth with no jam pres-
ent. Measurements with no jam present with  0.0038 0.028Q 3m / and 
 0.03 0.11h  m indicated that friction coefficient  0.0025 0.0015fC , 

and fC  was interpolated from measured values in later analysis. The effect 
of jam presence on upstream and downstream water depth was measured 
for discharge  0.0019 0.033Q  3m /s, jam length  0.025 0.2jL   m, 
LW diameter  0.016 0.003d   m and solid volume fraction   0.51. 
Solid volume fraction was found by dividing measured solid wood vol-
ume by measured jam volume (Schalko et al., 2018). The height of the 
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Figure 1. Engineered jam with lower gap installed in Pig Brook near 
Shipston-on-Stour, England, UK. Water depth upstream of jam has risen 
to bankfull level. Flow direction from right to left. Photo credit: Mr Geoff 
Smith/Shipston Area Flood Action Group.

Figure 2. Side view of experimental setup. Discharge Q partitions 
between the jam ( z a) and lower gap (  0z  to a) regions in a rectangular 
open channel of width B. The porous logjam had length jL , solid volume 
fraction , large wood (LW) diameter d, and spatial average frontal area 
density fa . Flow direction indicated by white arrow. Upstream water 
depth 0h  was measured  1cvL  m upstream of jam leading edge. Discharge 
through the jam jq  calculated for yellow control volume extending from 
 ax x  to jx  and z a to 0, jh h  (Follett et al., 2020). Discharge through 

the gap aq  estimated for blue control volume  0x x  to ax  and  0z  to 0h , 
accounting for discharge through the jam.
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gap above the flume bed a and height of water exiting the jam jh  above the bed were measured with a ruler 
placed along the flume sidewall. Flow depth 1 m (  cvx L ) upstream of the jam 0h  was measured with a point 
gauge. Depth-average time-mean longitudinal velocity (U ) and discharge ( Q UBh) were found for fully 
developed, turbulent flow from acoustic Doppler velocimeter (Nortek Vectrino) measurements observed at 
 0.6z h along the channel centerline, with recordings taken for 5 min (25 Hz) and time averaged. Silica 

seeding particles (Sphericell 110P8, Potters Europe, Barnsley), and fluorescein and rhodamine water trac-
ing dye (Cole-Parmer, St. Neots) were used to provide reflecting surfaces for ADV measurement, define the 
water surface profile, and aid visualization of flow in the gap region, respectively.

Velocity in the lower gap aU  was estimated from visual observation of the number of digital video frames (n, 
sampled at 50 frames 1s ) required for the leading edge of injected rhodamine dye to traverse jL  for 21 ex-
periments. At least three observations were made per experimental case. Uncertainty was quantified based 
on limitations in the framing rate (minimum detected  50 /a jU L n, resolution 


1 50

( 1) jL
n n

). Longitudi-

nal dispersion of rhodamine was estimated to decrease measured aU  by 0.02% and was neglected. Because 
of these limitations, aU  was not recorded in cases for which the dye plume required less than 2 frames to 
traverse jL .

3. Theory
3.1. Conservation of Momentum for Solid Sluice Gates

We first consider conservation of momentum for solid, vertical sluice gates extending from z a to the 
water surface in a rectangular open channel with slope S and width B. Conservation of momentum (Mal-
cherek, 2018) was considered for the blue control volume in Figure 2 extending vertically from  0z  to 
 0z h  and over longitudinal distance cvL  from the gate upstream edge (  ax x ) to a distance upstream 

(  0x x ) where the influence of near-gate water surface set up is not present and  0z h ,

F Bq
h a
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with momentum correction factor   1a  for flow under the gate ( 0h a) and for high relative submergence 
depths ( 0 / 1h a ), and   1a  for intermediate relative submergence (Malcherek, 2018).

Following models for solid sluice gates, the pressure force in the region upstream of the lower gap (  0z  to 
a) was assumed to be hydrostatic at a distance cvL  upstream of the gate (  0 0,x x z h ),

 0 0
1 (2 ),
2pF gBa h a (2)

and to follow a quadratic profile just upstream of the gate at  ax x , so that


 

  
 

2 1( ) ,
3 6pa b aF Ba p x ga (3)

(Malcherek, 2018), with bottom pressure bp  at  ax x . Note that between z a and 0h  the net hydrostatic 
pressure force is the same on both faces of the control volume, so that this region was excluded from the 
force balance. The bottom pressure along the centerline of a channel with a solid sluice gate was meas-
ured by Roth & Hager (1999), from which Malcherek (2018) defines the bottom pressure at the sluice gate, 

 0( ) (0.5 0.5 )b ap x g h a . Combining Equation 2 and Equation 3 yields the following expression for the 
net pressure force in Equation 1,

   0 0 0( )p p pa pF F F C gBa h a (4)

with 0 2 / 3pC . For the experiments conducted, maximum shear stress at the bed and sidewalls was esti-
mated with gap velocity aU . The estimated bed shear stress and weight of water on bed slope S were much 
smaller than the net pressure force and net change in momentum for cases with 0h a ( 0.041 0.06 ( ) 
when 0 / 1.1h a ). For cases in which the water depth was less than the gap height ( h a), the net pressure 
force and net change in momentum are zero, with flow in an unobstructed, wide rectangular open channel 
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given by the balance between shear stress at the bed and weight of water on bed slope S, 2 3

f

Sq gh
C

 

(Chow, 1959; Henderson, 1966; Julien, 1998). For simplicity and correspondence with wide channels, the 
contribution of shear stress at the sidewalls was excluded from later analysis with fC  for experimental data 
fit to uniform flow in a wide channel. Neglecting the effect of bed slope and bed shear stress, and defining 
the net pressure force on the control volume as pF  in Equation 1, we obtain a simplified stage-discharge 
relationship for solid gates (Malcherek, 2018),


 

    
 

2

0

1 0,a
pBq F

h a
 (5)

which, with rearrangement, is seen to be analogous to an energy-based Bernoulli approach with dgC  as dis-
charge coefficient (Aigner & Bollrich, 2015; Chow, 1959; Henderson, 1966; Malcherek, 2018),
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 (6)

Elevated momentum coefficient a in the gap, associated with nonuniform vertical velocity distribution 
(Chow,  1959) has previously been described with a Rayleigh-Weibull distribution (Equation 11 in Mal-
cherek, 2018). Varying a is analogous to varying discharge coefficient dgC  in an energy-based approach, 

with dgC  empirically observed to vary with 0/a h  [ 


0
1

c
dg

c

CC
aC
h

 (Henderson, 1966)]. Relative submer-

gence depths of primary interest for logjams lie in the transitional region ( 0 / 10h a ) with elevated a 
(Malcherek, 2018). To ensure a smooth transition between unobstructed uniform flow when water depth 
is below the jam lower edge ( 0h a) and low relative submergence depths ( 0 / 1h a ), we define a fol-

lowing the semiempirical functional form 


0

0
(1 )

p
p

b

C
C

aC
h

 used for solid gates, with bottom coefficient 

 0 1p f
b

C C
C

S
, which matches uniform flow when 0 / 1h a . This requires,


 

    
 0 0

1 1 .a b
a aC
h h

 (7)

The momentum balance of Equation 5 with a given by Equation 7 was used for later analysis of logjams.

3.2. Conservation of Momentum for Jams With a Lower Gap

Water approaching a jam with a lower gap partitions between the porous jam and the gap beneath the 
jam. Flow exiting the jam adopted an elevated height jh a (Figure 2) similar to previous observations of 
flow through channel-spanning jams without a lower gap (Follett et al., 2020). Negligible exchange of flow 
between the jam and gap sections was visually observed from injections of rhodamine dye. The fraction of 
total unit discharge  /q Q B passing through the jam ( z a) was defined as J , with unit discharge jq Jq 
passing through the jam and  (1 )aq J q passing through the gap. To predict the redistribution of flow 
between the jam and gap and the backwater rise, we considered a two-box momentum model and mass 
conservation,  j aq q q . Loss of momentum in the gap was assumed to be the same as for a solid sluice, 
which was balanced by a pressure force pF  as in Equation 5, that is,

 
1/22

0 .a pq C ga h (8)

Note that this neglects additional losses that occur along the length of the gap, an assumption which de-
grades as the jam length increases. Within the jam, conservation of momentum reduces to a balance of hy-
drostatic pressure and drag on jam elements, which provides a relation between the upstream water depth 
( 0h ) and discharge through the jam ( jq ) (Equation 6 in Follett et al., 2020),
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The drag within the jam is characterized by the jam accumulation factor 



 3(1 )

j D f
A

L C a
C  (Follett et al., 2020) 

with spatial average frontal area density fa . By rearrangement of Equation 9, the discharge passing through 
the jam layer is
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The total discharge passing through the section is then the sum of Equation 10 and Equation 8,
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 (11)

from conservation of mass between the jam and gap regions.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Flow Distribution Beneath and Through Logjam

Measured unit discharge from 68 experiments agreed within uncertainty (Figure 3a) with predictions from 
Equation  11 using  22 9AC  which was based on 23 measurements of four repeat channel-spanning 
jams constructed using the same set of logs,  0.018 0.1a  m,  0.025 0.2jL  m, and  0.0019 0.032q

2m / s. The linear fit between measured and predicted q had a slope 1.02 with 95% CI (1.00, 1.03) found 
from multiple linear regression (Matlab regress). The prediction  /a aU q a, with aq  predicted from Equa-
tion 8, was validated with measurements of average velocity in the gap aU  (Figure 3b). The linear fit be-
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Figure 3. (a) Measured unit discharge compared to predicted unit discharge (Equation 11; black filled circles). Line of equality y x is shown in solid blue. 
Error due to observed variation in  22 9AC  measured from 23 measurements of four repeat channel-spanning jams constructed using the same set of logs. 
(b) Measurements of spatial average velocity in the lower gap (  0z  to a)  /a aU q a (Equation 8; black filled triangles). Line of equality y x is shown in 
solid blue.
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tween measured and predicted aU  had a slope 0.97 with 95% CI (0.91, 1.04) found from multiple linear 
regression (Matlab regress) for 21 experiments with  22 9AC ,  0.018 0.1a  m,  0.025 0.200jL  m, 
and  0.006 0.03q  m2/s. The good agreement between Equation 8 and measured aU  indicated that the 
neglect of losses along the gap was appropriate for the jam lengths considered in this study.

4.2. Effect of Varying Logjam Length

In the field, jam length and density may vary over time due to accumulation or loss of wood piec-
es and fine material (Schalko et  al.,  2018). Changes to jL  alter the jam accumulation factor AC  (
C LA j ), increasing resistance of the jam. The effect of jam length was tested with jams with varying 

 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2jL   m and constant gap height  0.05a   m (Figure  4). Measured 0 /h a and q are 
shown with red solid circles, orange open circles, yellow asterisks, and green stars, respectively for in-
creasing jL . Predicted q for varying 0 /h a (Equation 11) is shown with red solid, orange dashed, yellow 
dotted and green dash-dot lines, respectively for increasing jL . For constant q, increasing jam length was 
associated with increasing upstream water depth 0h  (Figure 4a). The relationship between 0 /h a and aq  
did not depend on jL , illustrating that flow through the gap was not a function of jam characteristics and 
was consistent with solid sluice gate predictions (Figure 4b; predicted solution from Equation 8 shown 
with solid blue line).

4.3. Effect of Gap Height on Backwater Rise and Bed Shear Stress Relative to Unobstructed 
Bankfull Flow

In order to compare the effect of logjams installed in a river channel to an unobstructed channel with bank-
full depth bfH  and bankfull unit discharge bfq , we consider nondimensional discharge q̂ scaled with unob-
structed bankfull unit discharge ( ˆ / bfq q q ), bankfull channel depth (  0

ˆ / bfh h H ), and g ( ˆ 1g ). Bankfull 
discharge occurs on average every 1.5 2 years in unregulated channels and is associated with the highest 
in-channel velocity and Shields parameter (Mount, 1995). For flow in channels with median sediment di-
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Figure 4. (a) Measured upstream water depth relative to lower gap height 0 /h a versus measured unit discharge q 2m / s for porous wood jams with lower 
gap height  0.05a  m and varying  0.025,0.05,0.1,0.2jL  m, respectively shown by red filled circles, orange open circles, yellow asterisks, and green stars. 
Predicted 0 /h a versus q (Equation 11) for varying jL  shown with red solid, orange dashed, yellow dotted, and green dash-dotted lines, respectively. Effect of 
varied L Cj A  (   3/ (1 )A j D fC L C a , Follett et al., 2020) became more pronounced with increasing discharge through the jam. (b) Measured 0 /h a compared 
to unit discharge through the lower gap found from conservation of mass  a jq q q  with measured q and jq  predicted by Equation 10. Jams with varying 

 0.025,0.05,0.1,0.2jL  m are respectively shown with black filled circles, open circles, asterisks, and stars. Predicted aq  (Equation 8) for varying 0 /h a shown in 
solid blue.
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ameter 50sD , fC  was based on a logarithmic profile of longitudinal velocity  2
10 50(5.75 (2 / ))f bf sC log H D  

(Julien, 2010). Because variation of fC  due to flow acceleration underneath the jam and confined gap height 
are not known, fC  was assumed to equal the value at bankfull depth as a first estimate, and the effect of the 
logjam was considered only for relative gap heights  / 0.2ˆ bf bfa a H H . Normalizing Equation 11 with 
the scales for bankfull flow,

 
              

  

1/2

1/23
20

ˆˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ2 ( )
ˆ
ˆ

3 3 1
ˆf f

A
b

C Cg h a Cpq ga h
S S aC C

h

 (12)

with dimensionless unit discharge through the jam and lower gap sections respectively given by 
q q qj j bf
  /  and q q qa a bf

  / . The dimensionless unit discharge q̂, ratio of dimensionless unit discharge 
through the jam and lower gap sections q qj a

 / , relative mean longitudinal velocity in the gap relative to 
mean bankfull velocity in an unobstructed channel U U q aa bf a/ /  , and relative Shields parameter 

    
22

* * * */ ( / ) /a bf a bf a bfu u U U  (Julien, 2010) were examined for a porous jam with  22AC  relative 
to an unobstructed bankfull channel ( ˆ 1h ) and varying dimensionless lower gap height  ˆ 0.2 1a  for four 
UK river channels with reported 50, ,bf sS H D  (Dixon, 2016; Hey & Thorne, 1986) and two hypothetical river 
channels with predicted 50sD  based on relations describing bankfull geometry of single-thread gravel riv-
ers (Parker et al., 2007) (Figure 5). Curves B, C and E respectively represent the Wylye at Norton Bavant 
(  0.001572S , 50 0.0174sD  m,  1.20bfH  m), Usway Burn at Shillmoor (  0.008479S , 50 0.1133sD  m, 

 1.11bfH  m), and Chittern at Codford [  0.001935S , 50 0.0232sD  m,  1.17bfH  m] (Hey & Thorne, 1986). 
Curve F represents a fourth-order tributary of the Lymington River within the Highland Water, New Forest 
National Park (  0.005S , 50 0.029sD  m,  1.3bfH  m; Dixon, 2016). Curves A and D respectively repre-
sent predicted 50 0.015,0.21sD  m (Parker et al., 2007) for channels with  0.001,0.01S  and  1.2bfH  m, 
respectively.

The introduction of a jam with a gap at the bed increased water depth upstream of the barrier relative to 
unobstructed flow (Figure 5a), so that bankfull water depth upstream of the jam was achieved at progres-
sively decreasing q̂ with decreasing â. The fraction of discharge passing through the jam, relative to the 
lower gap, increased with decreasing â (Figure 5b). Because flow frequency is inversely related to water 
depth, decreasing gap height increases the frequency at which upstream bankfull inundation would be 
expected to occur. The relative discharge required to generate bankfull depth upstream of the jam de-
creased with â and /fC S  (Equation 12), with / 6.2, 4.2, 3.9, 2.7, 2.1,1.6fC S  respectively for curves A–F. 
Mean velocity in the lower gap when the upstream depth was at bankfull level, relative to bankfull ve-
locity in an unobstructed channel, increased with /fC S  and decreasing â (Figure 5c). Similarly, relative 
Shields parameter  * */a bf  increased with /fC S  and decreasing â due to the dependence on  2

/a bfU U  
(Figure 5d). Because aq  is directly related to upstream water depth (Figure 4b and Equation 8) but not 
jam resistance, the curves in Figure 5 do not change with AC . Sediment diameter in unregulated rivers 
falls near the critical Shields parameter *c associated with onset of sediment motion for bankfull flow 
(García, 2000; Mount, 1995). Sediment motion underneath the jam would be expected to occur when 
  * */ 1a bf , with the likelihood and potential extent of sediment transport increasing with  * */a bf . 
The predicted trend in bed shear stress (Figure 5c) was consistent with prior experimental observations 
(Follett & Wilson, 2020) that the extent of sediment transport increased with decreasing gap height. Fur-
ther research is required to understand the variation of fC  in the lower gap from the estimated bankfull 
value. Prior observations of sediment transport under solid gates (Follett & Wilson, 2020) indicated that 
higher bulk velocity was required to initiate sediment motion when the gap height approached sediment 
diameter. Improved understanding of the effects of jams on sediment transport potential aids design 
choice of gap height to achieve varying management outcomes, ranging from increased sediment reten-
tion to the desire to promote flushing of sediment from clogged gravels and generation of local scour 
pools to provide deepened, cooler fish refuge in summer months.
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Figure 5. (a) Dimensionless discharge through a channel containing a logjam with lower gap (  22AC ) relative to bankfull discharge in an unobstructed 
channel ( ˆ / bfq q q ) when water depth upstream of the jam is equal to bankfull channel depth (  0 / 1ˆ

bfh h H ) with varying dimensionless gap height 
relative to bankfull channel depth (    1ˆ / 0.2bfa a H ). Curves A–F respectively represent decreasing ratio of channel friction coefficient to slope, 

/ 6.2,4.2,3.9,2.7,2.1,1.6fC S . (b) Ratio of dimensionless discharge through the jam and lower gap sections. (c) Predicted velocity in the lower gap relative 
to unobstructed bankfull velocity /a bfU U  when ˆ 1h  and  ˆ 0.2 1a . (d) Predicted Shields parameter underneath jam relative to the Shields parameter in 
an unobstructed bankfull channel  * */g bf  with ˆ 1h  and  ˆ 0.2 1a . Curves B, C and E (black dashed, dot, and dash-dotted lines) respectively represent 

50, ,bf sS H D  measured for the Wylye at Norton Bavant, Usway Burn at Shillmoor, and Chittern at Codford (Hey & Thorne, 1986). Curve F (solid black line) 
represents measured 50, ,bf sS H D  for a fourth-order tributary of the Lymington River within the Highland Water, New Forest National Park (Dixon, 2016). Curves 
A and D (cyan and blue solid lines) respectively represent predicted 50sD  (Parker et al., 2007) for channels with  0.001,0.01S  and  1.2bfH  m, respectively.
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5. Conclusion
Logjams with a lower gap form naturally in narrow channels for which wood falling across the channel is 
supported by the channel banks (Abbe & Montgomery, 2003) and are commonly used as engineered log-
jam designs in natural flood management and river restoration projects. The backwater rise and velocity 
beneath the jam are key factors in determining the ecologic, geomorphic and flood risk impact of a jam. 
The backwater rise and velocity beneath the jam both increase with increasing jam drag and decreasing 
gap height. This study provided a prediction of upstream backwater rise and velocity beneath the jam as a 
function of total discharge and jam geometric features, providing a way to represent jams in numerical flood 
models and to improve the design and assessment of river restoration and natural flood management pro-
jects. This approach allows representation of logjams with a lower gap in a flood model or network analysis 
(Hankin et al., 2020; Leakey et al., 2020; Persi et al., 2019; Ruiz Villanueva et al., 2014). Prediction of flow 
distribution and backwater rise due to logjams with a lower gap allows improved design of river restoration 
interventions that enable river continuity at base flow and achieve varying management goals including 
fish passage, flood risk, upstream sediment retention, and generation of pools suitable for fish refuge in 
summer months.

Data Availability Statement
Data sets for this research are available in (Follett, 2021) (CC BY 4.0).
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